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November 1,1963: 
ASSASSINATION IN SAIGON 

November 22,1963: 
ASSASSINATION IN DALLAS 

Behind the headlines, 
a tale of conspiracy 
and revenge... 



For the readers who made In The Shadow of Man a best-seller, 
the story of Washoe and the chimps who use our language. 
In the first major investigation of scientists' 
successful efforts to teach chimpanzees 
a human language, Eugene Linden shows both 
how this feat has been accomplished and 
what the experiments show about the changing 
relations between human beings and the 
natural world.around them. Here's science fact i 
at its original and provocative best. 	 ." 

With charts, graphs and 22 line drawings • 
January • $8.95 
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A Book-of-the-Month'Club Alternate • 
-:35,000-copy first printing •'$35,000 

advertisingand promotion • Cooperative 
.advertising available • $7.95 • January 

1 FREE FOR 10 BEFORE PUBLICATION 

For sports fans and nostalgia buffs, the bittersweet story 
of an American hero. 
Joe Louis was not just the "Brown Bomber," 
he was the first Black Hope. The story of this share-
cropper's son who became World Heavyweight 
Champion is also the story of the changing patterns 
of prejudice, discrimination and opportunity in 
American race relations. And in this lively, 
unauthorized biography, a veteran journalist captures 
the excitement, the heartbreak and the drama 
of Louis's career and of a crucial period 
in our recent past. 

A Book-of-the-Month Club Alternate • 
A Selection of the Sports Illustrated Book Club • 
January • $7.95 
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